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Visual Streamline FAQ 

 

Planned Purchase Order Processing A Guide to Understanding the Results 
 

The following outlines things to consider / look for if you feel that the Planned Purchase Order Processing program 
did not arrive at the results you expected for an item. 

 

Orders for Stock 

 

Scenario A 

 

User expected system to order stock for item but the item does not appear in PPP. 

 

� Check to ensure that the PPP run was done for the correct buyer code.  For example, if PPP is run using 
Buyer Code A, but the Supplier for the item is set to Buyer Code B, the system would not pick up the record. 

� Ensure that the parameters used to run PPP apply to the item in question.  For example, if you define a 
Product Line range, the item must exist within one of the Product Lines specified. 

� Check to ensure that the item in question is not assigned a Stock Type of ‘Non Stock’.   The system does not 
purchase for ‘Non Stock’ type items, even if re-order values have been defined. 

� Ensure that the Re-Order Method and Re-Order Values are set for the item. 
� Often the user does not know or understand the calculations used to determine the Purchase Quantities for 

stock.  These calculations are outlined at the end of this document.  Using these formulas, you should be 
able to reconcile why no purchase quantity has been calculated. 

� Check for open Purchase Orders / Requisitions that have already been created for the item(s) in question – 
See Business Rule IN # 29. 

� Often times there is another po on order for a different Branch, but one of the line items pertains to the 
warehouse in question.  When this occurs, the ordered qty will show in the warehouse screen under the 
BRANCH not the warehouse. This will make it more difficult to find open purchase orders since there will be 
no ON ORDER qty showing in the warehouse file.  What you need to do is review the ON ORDER qty for all 
other warehouses by clicking on the On Order field and pressing F5.  . 

 

Scenario B 

User expected system to order X amount for an item, but the system has calculated a different value for the order 
quantity. 

 

� Check the source details to see how the system has arrived at the calculated Purchase Quantity.  This may 
explain any differences in the quantity calculated as opposed to what you expected to see. 

� Often the user does not know or understand the calculations used to determine the Purchase Quantities for 
stock.  These calculations are outlined at the end of this document.  Using these formulas, you should be 
able to reconcile what has been calculated  for the Purchase Quantity: 
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Orders for Back Orders 

 

Scenario A 

 

User expected the system to pick up an item based on an existing back order for a customer. 

 

� Check that the item is in fact back ordered on the sales order. 
� Check to ensure that the PPP run was done for the correct buyer code.  For example, if PPP is run using 

Buyer Code A, but the Supplier for the item is set to Buyer Code B, the system would not pick up the record. 
� Ensure that the parameters used to run PPP apply to the item in question.  For example, if you define a 

Product Line range, the item must exist within one of the Product Lines specified. 
� Check to see if the item has already been linked to a Purchase Order or a Warehouse Transfer. 
� Check to see if the item is a ‘Special Order Item’.  If it is, then when running PPP, the parameters must 

include Special Order Items. 
� Check to see if the Order is a ‘Drop Ship’.  If it is, then when running PPP, the parameters must include Drop 

Ship Orders. 
� If the Order is a ‘Drop Ship’ and the order is ‘On Hold’ – check to see if Business Rule P/O # 15 is enabled.  If 

this rule is enabled - If a drop ship order is held, then no purchase order will be created. 
� Check to see if the record was previously purged from PPP. The item may have come in to PPP but was 

deleted and purged in a previous run.  This information is recorded in an audit file located in Company 
Setup -> System Auditing.  The 'Plan PO Audit' displays the product, product line, order, line number, 
revision, user, date, etc. for all records that have been purged from the Planned P/O edit list. 

� Check to see if a user has made a change to the sales order AFTER PPP was run.  Once the Planned 
Purchasing is run, if a user makes a change to a sales order that affects a back ordered quantity, the system 
will not re-adjust the purchase quantity automatically.  A message is displayed to the user advising them 
that there is an open Purchase Order and it is their responsibility to ensure that purchasing is made aware 
of the change so that the PO can be adjusted.  The only way for the line to come back into the Purchasing 
screen is to have the user delete and re-enter it.  Check the Company Setup -> System Auditing -> Sales 
Order Changes screen for modifications to orders. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scenario B 

User has a back order come into Planned Purchase Order Processing that they feel should not have. 

� Often a user believes that an item should not have come into Planned Purchasing because they already 
have an open PO for stock and feel this should cover the back order.  The sales order for the back order 
must be linked to this open purchase order.  If the stock is in the ‘back ordered’ column of the sales order, it 
will continue to come in to Planned Purchase Order Processing until a link to the PO is established, or the 
record is ‘Purged’ from PPP. 
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Calculations 

 

EOQ ROP Calculations 

ROP =Average Monthly Usage * Average Monthly Lead Time + Safety Units   

 

EOQ =Average Monthly Usage * Average Monthly Lead Time  

 

Average Monthly Usage (based on total unit sales for the last X months (units/ # of months) + Monthy Usage 
Adjustment + Seasonal Usage Adjustment 

 

Average Monthly Lead Time =  (Based on average lead time in days of primary vendor lead days / 30 days to bring it 
to a monthly figure) 

 

Safety Units = Average Monthly Usage * Average Monthly Lead Time + Safety stock  

 

Safety Stock =Average Monthly Usage * Average Monthly Lead Time * Safety Stock % / 100 

 

Seasonal Usage Adjustment = Average units of sales for months forward (previous year). 

 

 

Business Rules Affecting the Calculations. 

There are several business rules that also affect the calculations for quantities.  Review the following rules at your 
site to determine which ones apply to your situation: 

 

Business Rule P/O # 19 

Business Rule P/O # 34 

Business Rule P/O # 38 

Business Rule INV # 29 

Business Rule INV # 31 

Business Rule INV # 32 

Business Rule INV # 35 

Business Rule INV # 48 

Business Rule INV # 57 (in development) 

 

 


